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Abstract—Deep neural networks (DNN’s) have become essential for different complex problems as they achieved
tremendous success on different multiple computer vision tasks. However, they present vulnerabilities to humanimperceptible adversarial distortion/noise patterns that causes
critical security-sensitive issues that can be harmful specially
for high stake applications as autonomous driving. In this
paper, we introduce a new robust-by-design deep learning
approach, Si m-DNN, that is able to detect adversarial attacks
through its inner defense mechanism that considers the degree
of similarity between new data samples and autonomously
chosen prototypes. The approach benefits from the abrupt
drop of the similarity score to detect concept changes caused
by distorted/noise data when comparing their similarities
against the set of prototypes. Due the feed-forward prototypebased architecture of Si m-DNN, no re-training or adversarial
training is required. In order to evaluate the robustness of
the proposed method, we considered the recently introduced
ImageNet-R dataset and different adversarial attack methods
as FGSM, PGD, and DDN. Different DNN’s methods were
also considered in the analysis. Results have shown that
the proposed Si m-DNN is able to detect adversarial attacks
with better performance than its mainstream competitors.
Moreover, as no adversarial training is required by Si mDNN, its performance on clean and robust images are more
stable than its competitors that require an external defence
mechanism to improve their robustness.

Hence, defending against such attacks has become an
important research topic, and many approaches to improve model security and robustness have been proposed,
including improvements to model design [14], training
data augmentation [15], input preprocessing [16], defensive validation [17], among others [4]. Identifying vulnerabilities and addressing them plays a vital role in obtaining
a more robust model [18]. Below, we describe some terminologies that are relevant to this research domains.
A. Terms Definition
In this subsection, we describe the most common technical terms used in the literature related to adversarial
attacks .
•

•

•

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last years, deep neural networks have made
a tremendous success as they could achieve high accuracy on different complex applications as computer
vision, and natural language processing [1], [2]. However,
recent findings have shown that most of the available
DNN models have several vulnerabilities to adversarial
attacks and are easily fooled by them [3], [4]. Deep learning tends to make wrongly overconfident predictions on
noisy/distorted data [5]. Furthermore, their “black-box”
nature makes extremely difficult to audit their decisions
[6], [7].
Security aspects of machine learning are extremely
important specially on high stake applications as autonomous cars [8], aerial applications [9], and medical
applications [10]. Improve the robustness to adversarial
attacks has becoming a crucial design goal to deep learning models[11]. Particularly, human-imperceptible noises
may cause serious damaging to systems that can be costly
[12], or even deadly [13].
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Adversarial examples are modified versions of an
original image that is intentionally perturbed to fool
a machine learning model [1].
Adversarial training uses adversarial examples along
with the original images to train robust machine
learning models [5]. This type of defense can be
highly computational costly when considering very
large datasets as Imagenet [19].
Black-box attacks occurs when adversarial examples
are used to feed machine learning models during
testing phase without the knowledge of the targeted
model [5].
White-box attacks presume the complete knowledge
of the targeted model. In this sense, it includes knowledge about the targeted model’s parameter values,
architecture, training method, and training data [5].
Detector is a mechanism used by machine learning
models to detect adversarial examples [5].
Imperceptible perturbations creates adversarial examples that are less perceptible to humans perception.
Fig. 1 illustrates imperceptible perturbations on adversarial examples [20].

Recent findings suggests that the most successful defense mechanism is adversarial training [21], which consists in improving the DNN’s robustness by incorporating
adversarial samples into the training stage. However, when
an adversarial training is performed, the accuracy on
clean images classification tends to drop drastically [22].
Moreover, for adversarial training is necessary a prior
knowledge about the attack strategy used to fool the
network [18]. Another well known heuristic for adversarial
defense relies on feature denoising to decrease the impact
of the adversarial attack [23]. Although, this type technique
of technique generally provides lower detection rates when

is illustrated by Fig. 2, and it is composed by the following
layers:
A)
B)
C)
D)

Features layer;
Density layer;
Conditional probability layer;
Prototype identification layer.

Si m-DNN is trained per class. Thus, it is composed of
multiple structures for each class.
A. Features layer

Fig. 1. Examples of imperceptible adversarial attacks on Imagenet data
samples.

a well-defined class of adversarial attacks is considered
[24].
In this paper, we propose a similarity-based defense
mechanism that uses the drop of similarity score to
the nearest prototype in order track abrupt changes in
the data concept. The proposed Si m-DNN builds its set
of prototypes autonomously during the training process.
Therefore, the classification process is based on the similarity score between a prototype and a new unlabeled data
samples. If, there is any noise or distortion on the data the
similarity score tends to drop drastically. Consequently, the
similarity-based detector mechanism is able to track this
change in the data concept even if it is imperceptible to
humans. Si m-DNN also takes advantage of its prototype
nature offering users the possibility of audition of the
network’s decision [25].
II. S IMILARITY- BASED D EEP N EURAL N ETWORK
(Si m-DNN)
The robust design proposed by the Si m-DNN allows
concept drift/change tracking through the drop of the
similarity scores. The similarities between new arrival data
and autonomously chosen prototypes (training phase)
are verified in order to provide the classification. If the
similarity score is below a data-driven threshold then this
new unlabeled sample does not belong to the data pattern
considered during the training phase, therefore, it may be
a harmful data sample intentionally designed to fool the
network. The training scheme of the proposed Si m-DNN

The Si m-DNN features layer is responsible to define
the features space (dimensionality) required by the algorithm. The design of the Si m-DNN allows flexibility in
terms structure, therefore, features from different sources
can be considered as input of the network. Among the
different sources of features considered by Si m-DNN,
we can highlight the following: i) convolutional neural
networks [26], ii) residual neural networks as Resnet [27],
iii) Transformers-based approaches [28], iv) or even a
combination of multiple sources (ensemble) [29]. In this
paper, we consider the VGG–16 [30] method as feature
extractor due its high performance for this task [31].
The training dataset for Si m-DNN is defined as x =
{x 1 , ..., x N } ∈ Rn with corresponding class labels y 1 , ..., yC
∈ {1, ...,C }. Where, N = N1 + ... + NC is the number of
training data samples, and n is the number of features
(dimensionality); C is the number of classes contained
in the dataset. The most representative data sample in
the dataset are chosen as prototypes π ∈ P ⊂ X for each
class. Prototypes allows a reasoning process that relies on
the similarity (proximity in the feature space) of a data
sample to a given prototype [32]. In this paper, prototypes
are the local peaks of the density [33], in other words,
the most representative data samples of the training set.
So, from the whole training set just few samples are
selected as prototypes and maintained in the system which
guarantees that the system is light and can be used in a
wide range of devices.
In this sense, M j denotes the total number of prototypes
P
of class j ; M j = |P j |; M = Cj=1 M j . Here, we consider more
than one prototype per class, so M j > 1 for ∀ j . Any new
data sample, x ∈ Rn can be associated with the nearest
prototype from the sets P 1 , P 2 , ..., PC ; P = P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ ... ∪ PC .
Label, L, is given by:
L(x) = argmin min d (x, π).
x∈X

π∈P

(1)

B. Similarity layer
Neurons in the proposed Si m-DNN is defined through
the so-called similarity based on data density, S, function [34]. The similarity equation defines the mutual/interchangeable proximity of the data points in the
data space. The similarity function can be expressed in
terms of the following Cauchy equation (2). The mutual
proximity of the data samples in the data space using
Euclidean (or Mahalanobis) distance has the form of a
Cauchy function as demonstrated theoretically by [34].

Fig. 2. Si m-DNN training architecture for the Imagenet dog class.

C. Conditional probability layer
1

S(x) =
1+

||x−µ||2
||σ||2

,

(2)

where S is the similarity based on data density, µ is the
global mean, and σ is the variance.
If necessary, the similarity can also be updated recursively to fit real time applications. As demonstrated by [35],
the recursive form of the similarity based on data density
has the following format:
D(x i ) =

1
.
P
1 + ||x i − µi ||2 + i −||µi ||2

where i = 1, ..., N , µ and the scalar product,
updated recursively as follows:

X
i

=

PM

i =1 Ni S(x)
R∞
i =1 Ni −∞ S(x)d x

p(y|x) = PM

(6)

where Ni denotes the number of data samples associated
P
with the i − t h data cloud, Ci=1 ; Ni = N . p(C |x) does not
rely on any prior assumption about the data [34].

(3)
D. Prototypes layer
P

can be

1
i −1
µi −1 + x i ,
i
i

(4)

X
i −1 X 1
+ ||x i ||2
= ||x 1 ||2 .
i i −1 i
1

(5)

µi =

The Si m-DNN conditional probability layer is estimated
from empirical
R ∞ data as in [34]. It is given by eq. (6), where
integral of −∞ p(C |x)d x = 1 is multi-modal version of pdf
[34]:

The similarity values denotes the degree of closeness
of a data sample to the mean, µ. For values that are
normalized between 0 and 1 the density ranges is 0 < S ≤ 1.
Where S = 1 when x = µ. Nearest data samples that to the
global mean have higher similarity values. On the other
hand, data samples that are distant in the data space from
the global mean have smaller similarity values. Therefore,
the similarity score indicates how strongly a particular data
sample is influenced by other data samples in the data
space due to their mutual proximity.

As illustrates by by Fig. 2, the proposed Si m-DNN
approach is trained per class. Consequently, all the calculations of the algorithm are realized for each class
separately. In this sense, the prototypes identified by the
Si m-DNN network are independent from each other. The
prototypes are the data samples which has the highest
values of similarities based on the data density (local
peaks). Due to the independence of the prototypes, any
of the prototypes contained in the set can be modified
(added or removed) manually or autonomously without
affecting the other existing ones. Moreover, the prototypes
set can be parallelized or replicated to guarantee safety
and scalability.
Data samples are assigned to the nearest prototype as:
j∗ =

argmin

||x i − π j ||2

(7)

i =1,..,N ; j =1,..,M

If the following condition is satisfied, new prototypes
are added to the existing set of prototypes [34]:

where,
IF (S(x) ≥ max S(π j ))
j =1,..,M

OR

(S(x) ≤ min S(π j ))
j =1,..,M

(8)

THEN (ad d a new d at a cl oud ( j ← j + 1))
E. Si m-DNN Learning Procedure
The learning mechanism for the Si m-DNN network is
summarised by the following pseudo-code.
Si m-DNN: Learning Procedure
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:

Read the first feature vector sample x i of class c;
Normalise the data as detailed in [33]
Set i ← 1; j ← 1; π1 ← x i ; µ ← x 1 ; N ← 1
FOR i = 2, ...
Read x i ;
Calculate S(x i ) and S(π j ) ( j = 1, 2, ..., M ) according to
eq. (2);
IF eq. (8) holds
Create new prototype: j ← j + 1; π j ← x i ; N ← N + 1
ELSE
Search for the nearest prototype according to eq.
(7);
Update the nearest prototype as:
N ← N + 1;
Nj
Nj
π j ← N +1 π j + N +1 x i ;
j
j
END
END
III. Si m-DNN A RCHITECTURE FOR D ETECTION AND
VALIDATION

The validation/detection phase of the Si m-DNN is illustrated by the scheme presented on the Fig. 3.
The detection and validation architecture of Si m-DNN
is composed by different layers as shown below:
1) Features layer;
2) Local decision-making;
3) Global decision-making (adversarial attack detection);
A. Features layer
The features layer of the validation layer is the composed by the same process presented during the training
phase.
B. Local decision-making
This layer is in charge of calculating the degree of
similarity between a new data sample and the nearest
prototype calculate the degree of similarity, S, between
an unlabeled data sample and the respective nearest
prototype. The similarity degree between any new image
and a given prototype is determined by a SoftMax-like
equation (9).
Sj
λ(Y = x i |π j ) = PM

j =1 S j

,

(9)

1

S j = S(x i , π j ) =
1+

||x i −π j ||2
||σ j ||2

,

(10)

where Y is the j −t h validation data sample. S is the degree
of similarity between the unlabeled data sample and the
respective prototype.
C. Global decision-making (attack detection)
The Si m-DNN uses the recursive mean µi of the λ to
detect concept changes on data through the drop of the
similarity score. When a new data sample arrives to the
system, µ is calculated as [35]:
µi =

i −1
1
µi −1 + λi , µ1 = λ1 .
i
i

(11)

The m-σ rule is then applied to detect/track possible
attacks. If the inequality (12) is satisfied it means that the
algorithm was able to capture a distortion or new data
concept on the system that it is different from the data
patterns that generated the set of prototypes. Otherwise,
if the inequality is not satisfied it means that no change
in the concept was detected and the algorithm continues
normally its classification process.
I F λ(u i ) < (µ̄i − mσ)
T H E N (u i ∈ Possi bl e new at t ack d et ec t ed )

(12)

E LSE (Assi g n l abel )
If the inequality (12) is satisfied, the testing data sample
is denoted as a potential attack and temporally saved for
audition if necessary. On the other hand, if the inequality
(12) is not satisfied, the labelling process occurs as given
equation (13):
l abel = ar g max (λ∗c ),

(13)

c=1,2,...,C

IV. E XPERIMENTS
To evaluate the robustness of Si m-DNN to imperceptible adversarial attacks, the recently introduced ImageNetR dataset [36] was considered. The ImageNet-R dataset
is a modified version of the ImageNet dataset for the
specific task of adversarial attack detection. It presents
data samples that are non-robust and robust to adversarial
attacks. Images that are non-robust to adversarial attacks
can be easily attacked and modified by algorithms. In this
experiment, we considered just non-robust to adversarial
attacks images because they present more difficulties on
attack detection [36].
The following metric has been considered to evaluate
the approaches:
Detection rate:
Det ec t i on(%) =

TP +T N
× 100,
TP +FP +T N +FN

(14)

Fig. 3. Architecture for attack detection and validation process of The Si m-DNN.

A. Attack Algorithms
Different attack algorithms were considered to evaluate
and compare the robustness of the analyzed methods.
Gradient-based attacks were considered to evaluate the
robustness and performance of different defenses mechanisms because they are more powerful than other types
of attack. So, they are more meaningful to this type of
experiment. The following different attacking algorithms
were considered in the analysis:
•

•

•

Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM): Firstly introduced
by [37], this attack is one of the more efficient
single step adversarial attacks. FGSM is calculated as
x̄ = x +ϵ∗ si g n(∆x J (θ, x, y)) where x̄ is the adversarial
image and x is the original image. J (θ, x, y) is the cost
function, where θ is the network parameter and y
the ground truth label. ϵ is the scale of the distortion
caused by the algorithm.
Projected Gradient Descent (PGD): Introduced by
[11], the PGD algorithm presents an iterative version
of the FGSM algorithm which is one of the strongest
attacks to evaluate the robustness of the different
defenses algorithms. A perturbation step α is applied
in every step of the algorithm which make the attack
stronger.
Decoupling Direction and Norm (DDN): Introduced
by [38], the DDN improves the PGD algorithm by
optimizing the number of iterations necessary to
produce the most harmful attack.

B. Results
The robustness of the proposed Si m-DNN has been
compared against different state-of-the-art deep learning
approaches equipped or not with adversarial defense algorithms. Among the different mainstream deep learning
approaches evaluated in the study, we considered: i) VGG

[30], ii) ResNet [27], iii) DenseNet [39], iv) Inception [40],
v) MobileNet [41], vi) ShuffleNet [42], and vii) MnasNet
[43]. Table I shows the different results obtained during
the experiments without any defense mechanism.
It is possible to note through Table I that the proposed Si m-DNN could maintain its robustness to different
attacks algorithms and parameters. While the Si m-DNN
could obtain 89.9% for the clean dataset (no attack), it obtained 66.1% in the worst case (PGD (ϵ = 0.01)), and 81.1%
in its better case for attack detection considering DDN (n
= 60). On the other hand, MnasNet could obtain the best
result in terms of accuracy for the clean dataset (90.6%),
however, its performance dropped abruptly when adversarial attacks were performed through different strategies.
Table I shows that for many cases the mainstream deep
learning approaches could not detect any data sample
correctly when some attacks are performed. This happens
because these type of approaches has no inner defense
mechanism to improve their robustness. Therefore, they
are dependent on external defense mechanisms to guarantee their robustness.
Table II demonstrates the results when the BaRT defense
mechanism is attached to the deep learning approaches
to improve/increase their robustness. Although, there is
some improvement in terms of adversarial attack detection performance when comparing with results without
any defense mechanism, Table II shows that the Si mDNN maintain its higher detection performance then the
models equipped with the BaRT algorithm. Moreover, it
is possible to note that the BaRT algorithm performance
tends to fall when the distortions/noises applied to the images increase. Differently, the proposed Si m-DNN method
tends to have a better performance when the distortions
increase. This happens because the similarity score to the
nearest prototype tends to drop with higher distortions

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ATTACKS CONSIDERING NO DEFENSE MECHANISMS FOR MAINSTREAM DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES

Method

Clean

FGSM
(ϵ = 0.01)

FGSM
(ϵ = 0.02)

FGSM
(ϵ = 0.04)

PGD
(ϵ = 0.01)

PGD
(ϵ = 0.02)

PGD
(ϵ = 0.04)

DDN
(n =20)

DDN
(n =40)

DDN
(n =60)

VGG [36]
ResNet [36]
DenseNet [36]
Inception [36]
MobileNet [36]
ShuffleNet [36]
MnasNet [36]
Ours

68.7
81.2
87.5
85.9
85.9
87.5
90.6
89.9

0
3.1
15.6
14.4
12.8
8.1
11.2
71.2

0
6.2
9.4
13.4
9.1
6.0
3.4
73.3

0
3.1
6.2
9.4
7.2
4.1
4.1
74.1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
66.1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
69.2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70.8

0
0
0
66.6
73.4
70.3
78.1
73.2

0
0
0
66.6
73.4
70.3
78.1
77.6

0
0
0
66.6
73.4
70.3
78.1
81.1

on the data. In other words, higher distortions causes
decreases the similarity score of new data sample to the
nearest prototype in the data space. Fig. 4 illustrates different similarity scores when different distortions caused
by the FGSM attack algorithm is considered.

Fig. 4. Similarity/Density score drop when an adversarial attack (FGSM)
happens.

Differently from the DNN’s considered in this study,
the prototype-nature of the Si m-DNN allows the audition of the results. For example, an attack can be interpreted/visualized in terms of its similarity score compared
to a data-driven threshold as illustrated by Fig. 5.

However, it is possible to note on Table III that the performance of the DNN’s approach that considered ResUpNet
as defense mechanism tends to fall drastically when clean
images are considered. While, MnasNet presented 90.6%
of classification accuracy for clean images when no defense mechanism is considered, its performance on the
same set dropped to 39.1% when the adversarial training
was considered. Such defense strategy may confound the
classifier’s decision. The goal of the adversarial training
provided by the BaRT and the ResUpNet is to increase
the DNNâs robustness, however, they lack generalisation
to unknown attacks and clean images. The proposed
Si m-DNN maintain its performance stable even when
adversarial or clean images are presented to the system
because of its inner defense structure that was project for
such situations.
Results presented during these analysis reinforces the
hypothesis that an algorithm that it is robust by itself
tends to have better results than methods that need an
external defense mechanism to detect adversarial attacks.
When a defense mechanism is attached to a method,
even though if the attack detection rate tends to perform
better, its performance tends to fall drastically for clean
images. The proposed Si m-DNN tends to have a more
stable performance for clean and distorted images due to
its similarity-nature that is based on prototypes and degree
of closeness.
V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Attack interpretation provided by Si m-DNN.

Table III considers the state-of-the-art ResUpNet defense mechanism as a method to improve the robustness
of the deep learning models. Similarly to the BaRT algorithm, the defense mechanism improved the robustness
of the deep learning approaches considered in this study.

In this paper, we introduced a new robust-by-design
algorithm, Si m-DNN, which is able to detect changes
on the data concept (noise, perturbations, distortions)
through its similarity-based mechanism. The proposed
Si m-DNN approach considers the similarity between new
arrival data samples and autonomously chosen prototypes
to discover possible changes on data pattern known by the
trained model. These changes on the data patterns can be
caused by different sources as natural noises or adversarial
distortions introduced to fool the network. If there is a
suddenly drop in the similarity value, which is below than
a threshold based on the data, the algorithm is able to
detect or capture this possible attack. In order to evaluate
the efficiency of the proposed Si m-DNN algorithm, we
considered the recently introduced dataset ImageNet-R

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ATTACKS CONSIDERING B A RT D EFENSE FOR MAINSTREAM DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES

Method

Clean

FGSM
(ϵ = 0.01)

FGSM
(ϵ = 0.02)

FGSM
(ϵ = 0.04)

PGD
(ϵ = 0.01)

PGD
(ϵ = 0.02)

PGD
(ϵ = 0.04)

DDN
(n =20)

DDN
(n =40)

DDN
(n =60)

VGG [36]
ResNet [36]
DenseNet [36]
Inception [36]
MobileNet [36]
ShuffleNet [36]
MnasNet [36]
Ours

44.4
62.7
76.3
58.1
34.1
37.2
39.1
89.9

1.3
4.5
4.3
4.7
4.1
1.4
4.1
71.2

0.6
8.7
15.2
2.9
2.9
1.0
3.2
73.3

0
4.9
9.8
3.5
1.2
0.5
1.7
74.1

1.1
5.9
13
5.1
4.4
1.7
2.9
66.1

0.7
4.1
9.3
2.9
1.9
1.3
2.9
69.2

0.0
2.0
8.0
3.7
1.7
1.2
1.7
70.8

4.0
8.0
22.0
8.8
5.3
7.2
7.3
73.2

5.0
8.0
17.0
8.9
6.9
5.4
7.1
77.6

4.0
11.0
16.0
8.4
7.0
5.9
6.8
81.1

TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ATTACKS CONSIDERING R ES U P N ET D EFENSE FOR MAINSTREAM DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES

Method

Clean

FGSM
(ϵ = 0.01)

FGSM
(ϵ = 0.02)

FGSM
(ϵ = 0.04)

PGD
(ϵ = 0.01)

PGD
(ϵ = 0.02)

PGD
(ϵ = 0.04)

DDN
(n =20)

DDN
(n =40)

DDN
(n =60)

VGG [36]
ResNet [36]
DenseNet [36]
Inception [36]
MobileNet [36]
ShuffleNet [36]
MnasNet [36]
Ours

41.4
61.0
84.0
60.9
40.6
32.8
40.6
89.9

9.3
31
47
19.4
22.5
29.2
28.8
71.2

6.7
28.1
28.4
13.1
1.1
4.7
9.4
73.3

0.1
28.1
25.7
3.1
0
1.6
1.6
74.1

12.0
28.0
37.0
9.6
15.6
12.5
20.3
66.1

9.0
14.0
16.0
0
0
1.6
7.8
69.2

6
6
6
0
0
1.6
3.1
70.8

31.8
47.3
72.6
39.04
34.4
23.4
34.4
73.2

31.8
47.3
72.6
39.04
34.4
23.4
34.4
77.6

31.8
47.3
72.6
39.04
34.4
23.4
34.4
81.1

which contains non-robust friendly images (easier to be
attacked). The results of the Si m-DNN algorithm has been
compared against traditional defense mechanisms as BaRT
and ResUpNet, different DNN’s have also been considered
during the experiments. Differently from the BaRT and ResUpNet, the Si m-DNN has demonstrated not to suffer with
adversarial training poor performance on clean images.
Moreover, the experiments have shown that Si m-DNN
is able to detect attacks with higher performance than
its state-of-the-art competitors that requires an external
defense mechanism.
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